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We propose to address problems related to the problem of Natural Language Processing. 
Neural networks approach will be used in attaching these problems. In this proposal a number 
of problems are considered: parsing of ill-formed sentences in addition to well-formed 
sentences, resolutions of some lexical ambiguities using syntactic context, and parsing of 
sentences sequentially over an input stream which is unbounded in length. Two network training 
approaches will be examined. Deductive training, based on grammar rules, and inductive 
training, based on sentence processing will be fully investigated. Comparisons with each 
approach to its corresponding symbolic approach will be made. 
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Complete Abstract: 
We propose to address problems related to the problem of Natural Language Processing. Neural 
networks approach will be used in attaching these problems. In this proposal a number of problems are 
considered: parsing of ill-formed sentences in addition to well-formed sentences, resolutions of some 
lexical ambiguities using syntactic context, and parsing of sentences sequentially over an input stream 
which is unbounded in length. Two network training approaches will be examined. Deductive training, 
based on grammar rules, and inductive training, based on sentence processing will be fully investigated. 
Comparisons with each approach to its corresponding symbolic approach will be made. 























